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Abstract
In this paper we establish a q-analogue of a congruence of Sun concerning the products of binomial
coefficients modulo the square of a prime.
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1. Introduction








≡ mp − m + 1 (mod p2) (1.1)
for any prime p  5 and m  2, where x denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x. Later
Sun [S] extended Granville’s result and showed that
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is the Euler quotient.











2(p−1)/2 − ( 2
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Then (1.2) can be rewritten as




















2m/2 + 1 − m)qp(2)p (mod p2). (1.3)
For a non-negative integer n, let
[n]q = 1 − q
n





(1 − x)(1 − xq) · · · (1 − xqn−1) if n 1,
1 if n = 0.






= (1 − q
n)(1 − qn−1) · · · (1 − qn−k+1)
(1 − qk)(1 − qk−1) · · · (1 − q)
for any k,n ∈ N. The arithmetic properties of q-binomial coefficients have been investigated
by several authors (e.g., see [A,C,F]). Recently Pan [P] established a q-analogue of Granville’s
congruence (1.1). If p  5 is a prime and m 2 is an integer with p  m, then we have



















In this paper we will give a q-analogue of Sun’s congruence (1.3). Suppose that p is an odd















For any integer x, we denote by 〈x〉p the least non-negative residue of x modulo p. Let
Rp(m) =
{
1 j < p/2: 〈jm〉p > p/2
}
.

































Theorem 1.1. Let p  5 be a prime and m 2 be an integer with p  m. Then




















≡ 1 + m[p]qEQ∗p(m,q) +
(







1 − qp) (mod [p]2q), (1.5)j=1






















The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in the next sections.
2. Some lemmas




















[2j ]q . 
Lemma 2.2. Let m′ be an integer such that







∣∣Rp(m)∣∣(1 − q) + Qp(2, qm
′
)








1 j < p/2: 〈−jm〉p > p/2
}
= {1 j < p/2: 〈jm〉p < p/2}
= {1,2, . . . , (p − 1)/2} \ Rp(m). (2.1)




















228 H. Pan, H.-Q. Cao / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 224–233On the other hand, observe that 〈jm〉p > p/2 if and only if there exists a 1 k < p/2 such that
jm ≡ −k (mod p),
or equivalently,
j ≡ −km′ (mod p).
It follows that
Rp(m) =







































































1 − q2)+ (1 + qm′)Qp(2, qm′)
2[m′]q2




















≡ ∣∣Rp(m)∣∣(1 − q) + Qp(2, qm
′
)



























[2jm]q + Qp(2, q) −
Qp(2, qm)
[m]q −
∣∣Rp(m)∣∣(1 − q) (mod [p]q).










































































































































where in the last step we use the congruence
1 − qjp
1 − qp = 1 + q
p + · · · + q(j−1)p ≡ j (mod [p]q).










− (1 − q2)∣∣Rp(m)∣∣
≡ (1 + q
m′m)Qp(2, qm′m)
2[m]q2 [m′]q2m








− (1 − q2))∣∣Rp(m)∣∣
≡ 1 + q
2
























= 1 + q
p






































[2jm]q + Qp(2, q) −
Qp(2, qm)
[m]q −
∣∣Rp(m)∣∣(1 − q) (mod [p]q). 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
We write






















































































































From Lemma 2.3, we deduce that




























Since p  2m, we have both [p]qm and [p]q2m are divisible by [p]q . Also note that

























≡ 1 + m[p]qEQ∗p(m,q) +
(



























2 − 1)(m − 1)
8
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